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Abstract

The Interstellar Boundary Explorer (IBEX) satellite collects data on energetic neutral atoms

(ENAs) that provide insight into the heliosphere, the region surrounding our solar system and sep-

arating it from interstellar space. IBEX collects information on these particles and on extraneous

“background” particles. While IBEX records how and when the different particles are observed, it

does not distinguish between heliospheric ENA particles and incidental background particles. To

address this issue, all IBEX data has historically been manually labeled as “good” ENA data, or

“bad” background data. This manual culling process is incredibly time-intensive and contingent on

subjective, manually-induced decision thresholds. In this paper, we develop a three-stage automated

culling process, called LOTUS, that uses random forests to expedite and standardize the labelling

process. In Stage 1, LOTUS uses random forests to obtain probabilities of observing true ENA

particles on a per-observation basis. In Stage 2, LOTUS aggregates these probabilities to obtain

predictions within small windows of time. In Stage 3, LOTUS refines these predictions. We compare

the labels generated by LOTUS to those manually generated by the subject matter expert. We use

various metrics to demonstrate that LOTUS is a useful automated process for supplementing and

standardizing the manual culling process.

Keywords: Physics-Informed Machine Learning, Classification, Automation, Pattern Recognition,

Random Forests, Heliophysics
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1 Introduction

The Interstellar Boundary Explorer (IBEX) satellite collects data on energetic neutral atoms (ENAs)

that are believed to primarily originate from the boundary of the heliosphere [1, 2]. When a net

electrically charged particle in the heliosphere exchanges charge with a net neutrally-charged particle

in interstellar space, the resulting newly neutrally-charged particle is called an ENA. Because these

ENAs no longer interact with magnetic fields, they travel in a ballistic trajectory from the point of

neutralization. Depending on when and where a particle becomes neutralized, its ballistic trajectory

may project it towards Earth. Some of these particles are detected by IBEX.

Since 2008, IBEX has been collecting data on ENAs within certain energy ranges. These data are

collected to inform our understanding of the boundary that exists between the heliosphere (i.e., our

solar system) and interstellar space (i.e., what lies beyond our solar system) [1, 2]. In particular, these

ENAs can be used to produce latitude/longitude maps of the ENA intensities (e.g., see [3, 4]), which,

in turn, allow us to study the global structure and dynamics of the heliosphere and its associated

boundary (i.e., the heliopause) [5].

IBEX collects information about ENAs as it orbits the Earth. The data it collects can be organized

and understood based on where, when, and in what energy range the ENAs are observed. That is,

the data it collects can be organized into orbit arcs, angle bins, times, and electrostatic analyzer

(ESA) steps. An orbit arc refers to an approximately 4.5 day period over which the spacecraft

collects data from a fixed circular swath of the sky. IBEX observes the 360◦ swatch of sky that is

roughly perpendicular to the Earth-Sun direction approximately every six months (i.e., views the

entire sky over every six month period). During an orbit, as ENAs enter the device, the IBEX

viewing angle and time of the detection are recorded, which provide information about how and

when the ENA entered the detector. IBEX collects data across 60 different angle bins (6 degrees

each), and numerous time intervals, which vary between orbit arcs. As ENAs enter the detector, they

are captured by an ESA, which consists of two nested surfaces that set different energy passbands

to limit the energy acceptance of the sensor to six different overlapping energy ranges (i.e., ESA

steps 1-6). Each subsequent energy passband is broader than the previous, and more particles are

detected in the higher energy passbands. Figure 1a provides a visualization of what this data might

look like for a given orbit and time period, across all angle bins and ESAs. Currently, only ESA steps

2 through 6 are used for end-data products, and so we only consider these ESA steps throughout the

remainder of this paper.

However, not everything IBEX collects represents a true heliospheric ENA particle of interest.

It also detects data on incidental background particles whose properties resemble those of ENAs.

While the detector captures information about how many particles entered, and at what energy,

time, and angle they were detected, it is not capable of cleanly distinguishing between true ENAs

and background particles.

Background interference can originate from many different sources. For example, a background

signal may be the result of ENAs from the Earth’s magnetosphere, ambient gas molecules that are

ionized and accelerated within the sensor, ambient ions that are beyond the maximum rejection

energy of the entrance subsystem, or coincidence events generated by penetrating radiation [5]. As

it stands, these detectors are not able to distinguish the ENAs of interest from these background
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particles, and so a culling process is required to differentiate the observations consisting of counts of

true ENAs (plus isotropic background), which are referred to as “good times” within the IBEX com-

munity, from the observations contaminated by anisotropic background particles, which are referred

to as “bad times” within the IBEX community. Note that background particles are present in all

data detected by IBEX. While some of these background particles exhibit predictable behavior and

can easily be accounted for (we refer to these backgrounds as isotropic backgrounds), other back-

ground particles are less consistent in their behavior (we refer to these backgrounds as anisotropic

backgrounds). Our goal is to separate out ENA particles (that exist with some quantity of isotropic

background) from anisotropic background particles.

Currently, a manual culling process is used, in which a subject matter expert (SME) sorts through

all the observations, and labels each as a “good time” or a “bad time” depending on whether or not

it is believed that the resulting signal arose from true ENAs or from some background event. This

manual culling process is extremely intensive and time-consuming, and the resulting “good” and

“bad” determinations are inherently subjective.

In this paper, we propose LOTUS1, an automated culling process that serves to supplement the

manual culling process, and propose a more standardized data culling approach. In Section 2, we

discuss the different sources of data that are used to train LOTUS; in Section 3 we describe the three

stages that make up LOTUS; and in Section 4, we compare the output of the manual culling process

to the output of LOTUS and discuss the suitability of LOTUS as supplemental tool for the manual

culling process.

1.1 The Manual Culling Process and a Call for Automation

The current process for distinguishing between background and ENA signals is subjective, time-

intensive, and relies on manually-induced decision rules. At its simplest, the overall goal of the

culling process is to keep only the lowest count-rate intervals within an orbit. While the heliospheric

signal remains relatively constant over the course of an orbit, background signal can be more sporadic

in nature, often appearing as bursts in the data. To capture the heliospheric signal, the manual culling

process involves removing signals associated with inconsistent events. Many background observations

can be removed by following a set of expert induced decision rules. For example, the subject matter

expert begins by removing observations associated with times and angles that are:

(1) associated with obvious issues related to telemetry or instrument performance (e.g., “spun

times” that occur when IBEX loses track of its point direction and does not correctly allocate

particle detections into angles. These data can be “despun” or can be excluded from analysis);

(2) detected when a celestial body is in the seven-degree field of view (FOV) of either IBEX sensor

(e.g., when the Earth or Moon are captured in the FOV);

(3) subjectively brighter than expected in multiple consecutive energy settings (e.g., when the

counts of ENAs that are detected are higher than are expected).

These three considerations are a good starting point for determining which observations correspond

to true ENAs, and so are taken into account for all orbit arcs. However, this list is not exhaustive,

and additional steps may need to be taken. For example, we may see instances where the Earth’s

1Leave Out The Ugly Stuff
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magnetosphere is in the FOV, where the solar wind has interfered, or where observations between

adjacent ESAs are inconsistent. These instances are not standard between all orbit arcs, and so must

be considered on an orbit-by-orbit basis.

Additional assumptions are also considered in culling the data. For example, if an anisotropic

background signal is detected in ESA steps three and five, it should also be present in ESA step

four. Additionally, the data are culled conservatively. In other words, the data are culled with

the philosophy that it is better to label anything suspect as “bad”, rather than potentially label

any non-heliospheric signal as “good”. Even though this conservative approach makes sense from a

physical perspective, it does mean that potential “good times” may be omitted and that clear-cut

classification rules may be more difficult to define. Finally, it is important to note that all data are

manually culled twice, approximately a week apart, and the resulting labels are compared (Arriving

at a final set of labels takes approximately an hour for each orbit arc. Considering that there are 954

individual orbit arcs in the considered dataset, that’s approximately 954 hours spent culling data.).

The “better” set is submitted as the finalized set of labels, where “better" is subjectively determined

by the same expert. As such, reproducing labels, even from a manual perspective, is difficult, and is

never exactly equal between the two culling attempts (although the two attempts typically tend to be

within some fraction of a standard deviation between one another). The presence of small additional

backgrounds makes the manual culling process challenging to exactly replicate every time.

Our goal is to propose an automated culling process that captures the considerations described

above to create a faster, standardized approach for culling data while also maintaining the collective

knowledge introduced by the SME in his labelling process. While this process can be greatly over-

simplified by one rule (remove observations whose counts are “too high” based on some user-defined

threshold), automating this process is not so straightforward, as human inconsistencies complicate

this task. Even with over a decade of experience in labeling data, our SME acknowledges that there

is no way to ensure he has been consistent in labelling data over the years, and that, even today,

when he labels a single data set twice, there are inconsistencies in his own labels. Furthermore,

the conservative manual culling process tends to result in entire sections of the data being labeled

as “good” or “bad”, rather than culling the data on a per-observation basis (see Figure 1b for the

block-like labelling structure used by the SME). This means that “good” observations may be thrown

out if they fall too close to a set of obviously “bad” observations. Likewise, if a swath of “bad” ob-

servations is surrounded by “good” observations, the “good” observations may be foregone in order

to ensure that “bad” observations are not included in the dataset. Unfortunately, this furthers the

issue of inconsistency in labels between observations that may have similar features. This lack of

repeatability within the manual culling process makes reproducibility all the more difficult, as any

data we use to train an algorithm may be contradictory to other data in the set. As such, developing

an automated culling method with neat discrimination rules is not a simple matter of feeding an

algorithm a set of labeled training data. Instead, to replicate the manual process, additional consid-

erations must be taken. While the manual culling process is time-consuming and subjective, we still

aim to reproduce the results of our SME, who certainly is able to differentiate between useful ENA

particles and anisotropic background particles. However, by automating the procedure, we can speed

up the culling process as well as provide a standardized starting point for our SME to consider.

This paper presents LOTUS, an automated data processing alternative for determining whether
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or not a set of observations is made up of true ENAs or if it is a product of background interference.

The automated alternative proposed in this paper is a supervised learning technique that can be

used either on its own, or as a standardized starting point for the manual culling process. This

automation will allow for a more timely, standardized culling process that results in less subjective

label determinations. This method is useful for the current IBEX mission, and it also provides a

basis for developing a method for classifying observations for the upcoming IMAP mission [6].

2 Data Sources

The manual culling process relies on three data sources, described below, that we will also use for the

automated culling process: (1) ENA detection data, (2) data from an external background monitor,

and (3) information regarding the celestial bodies within the instrument’s FOV.

2.1 ENA Detection Data

IBEX collects data about the number of particles that may represent ENAs (with isotropic back-

ground) or anisotropic background data. This data is collected in approximately 4.5 day time periods,

called orbit arcs. Within each of these orbit arcs, IBEX captures data along a different circular slice

of the 3-dimensional sky. These orbit arcs are further characterized by 60 six-degree angle bins and

many smaller time intervals. At any given time, IBEX is collecting this data within one of six over-

lapping energy passbands [5], denoted ESA steps 1-6. Currently, a particle is counted towards the

total number detected within an angle bin, time interval, and energy passband if it is detected by

all three IBEX channel electron multiplier (CEM) sensors. In developing LOTUS, we consider data

collected across 954 distinct orbit arcs consisting of 483,976 time intervals and 6 energy steps. The

resulting ENA detection dataset contains over 174 million rows.

2.2 Background Monitor Data

In addition to collecting ENA detection data, the IBEX satellite includes a CEM background monitor

that is sensitive to particles with energy above 14keV [7]. This monitor is unable to capture some

of the sources of background present in the primary ENA detection data, and it is able to capture

additional background interference that did not impact the primary ENA dataset. However, this

background monitor data can still be viewed as an imperfect measure of the anisotropic background

we want to screen out.

2.3 SPICE Spatial Position Data

The third data source used in the manual culling process is information about whether the Moon

or the Earth (or its magnetosphere) are visible in the instrument’s FOV. While the Moon and the

Earth are both sources for ENA emission, we are interested in studying the heliospheric ENAs

generated much farther away. As a result, we discard observations that include these nearby ENA

sources, because they may have unacceptably high background interference. The relative positioning

of IBEX’s FOV and these celestial bodies can be determined using SPICE, a set of computational

tools developed by the US Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility (for more information, see
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: ENA data collected for orbit 471, for ESA steps 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. (a) Raw,
unlabeled data collected by IBEX. (b) Manually culled data as determined by the SME.
Pixel color corresponds to the count of ENA particles observed for a given time and angle
bin. Greyed out areas in (b) correspond to “bad times”, while maintained areas correspond
to “good times”, as identified by the SME. 6



[8, 9]). Supplemental Material A outlines the process used for determining which observations are

made with the Moon or the Earth in view.

While these data sources are extremely useful for beginning to develop an automated culling

process, they are not sufficient on their own for transitioning from a manual culling process to an

automated culling process (see Section 1.1). In order to mirror the culling process used by our SME,

it is helpful to define features that mirror the rules described in Section 1.1. The three datasets

considered above are useful for addressing (1) and (2) in Section 1.1 above. However, they do not

provide sufficient information to fully address (3), or some of the other considerations mentioned in

Section 1.1 (e.g., that observations should be correlated across consecutive ESA channels).

2.4 Feature Engineering: Making the Most of IBEX’s Data

By using information captured in the three datasets listed above, we can engineer features that tell

us about the spatial relationships that exist in the data and that better capture the SME’s culling

process. Such additional variables include ENA counts, means, and variances within time intervals,

angle bins, and ESAs, as well as the counts of observations in neighboring observations (see Table 5).

These types of features help tell us about spatial relationships that the SME takes into account

and that might not otherwise be obvious in the available data. For example, by considering the

information associated with a time interval and angle bin across all ESAs, we can connect these

observations in a manner similar to that of our SME. That is, we can create a quantitative “rule”

that allows us to label observations based on the information contained in neighboring ESAs.

In the same way, by considering the observations directly adjacent to a given observation (that

is, the counts associated with neighboring time intervals and angle bins), we can learn more about

what a high or low particle count really indicates. For example, rather than eliminating an instance

based solely off of the number of observed particles, we can determine if neighboring cells have

homogeneously high counts (indicating that some sort of background interference is present), or

if neighboring cells have lower counts (indicating that the high-count observation might just be

a random fluctuation that isn’t necessarily worth labelling as “bad”). Table 5 in Supplemental

Material B displays the 28 features considered in the final model with descriptions on how they are

obtained.

3 LOTUS: An Automated Culling Process

LOTUS uses a random forest [10] to generate predictions about whether a set of observations is

“good” or “bad”, based on the features displayed in Table 5 in Supplementary Material B (Recall that

an observation is given by a 28-dimensional vector consisting of the features described in Table 5.

This observation describes where, when, and how a particle count was observed, along with the

label assigned by the SME, and additional spatial information. A single 28-dimensional observations

corresponds to a single pixel in Figure 1a.). Neural networks, support vector machines, and logistic

regression [11, 10] were among other methods that were tested, but these methods demonstrated

worse prediction capabilities than their random forest counterparts. Additionally, random forests

provided the more nuanced added benefit that they most closely mirror the manual data culling

process, which is “tree-like” in nature and is based on natural decision thresholds, as discussed in
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Section 1.1. The final LOTUS model consists of three stages that allow for making predictions in

a manner that reduces misclassification rates, while maintaining the classification structure induced

by the SME (see Section 1.1 and Figure 1b). We use orbit 471 as an example to demonstrate the

different phases of LOTUS.

3.1 LOTUS Stage 1: Obtaining Probability of Class with Random

Forests on a Per-Observation Basis

Stage 1 of LOTUS consists of fitting a random forest to predict whether an observation is a clean

heliospheric observation (or is a “good time”) or if it contains additional incidental backgrounds (or

is a “bad time”) as a function of the 28 features presented in Table 5. We use the ranger package

in R [12, 13] to fit the LOTUS Stage 1 random forest. For a given orbit arc whose labels we wish to

predict, we train a random forest on 250,000 randomly sampled observations. Several experiments

were performed to determine a suitable number of randomly sampled observations. It was found

that considering more than 250,000 randomly sampled observations did not add much value in terms

of prediction capability, while considering less than 250,000 observations resulted in slightly reduced

prediction capability. These observations are sampled to include observations from any other orbit

arc than the one being considered, where an observation is defined by the 28-dimensional vector

consisting of the features defined in Table 5. The output of this random forest is the probability

than an observation is a true ENA particle, for each of the observations associated with the given

orbit arc. As an example, consider orbit 471, consisting of orbit arcs 471a and 471b, together (see

Figure 2). In this example, the random forest outputs 300,971 predictions about whether the 300,971

observations are true ENA particles. This output can be seen in the third row of Figure 2a.

Row 3 of Figure 2 demonstrates the output of the random forest for orbit 471, ESA 6. In this

figure, blue colors correspond to a higher probability that an observation is a true ENA particle,

while salmon colors correspond to a lower probability. White areas correspond to the particles that

are associated with the most uncertainty. Vertical white bars present in the raw data correspond to

missing data areas in which IBEX was not collecting data. Similar plots for ESAs 2, 3, 4, and 5 can

be seen in Supplemental Material C.

We can see that the output of this random forest generally corresponds to how our SME might

make predictions. That is, lower probability (or salmon) areas in 2a correspond to “bad times” (or

grey) areas in 2b. We consider a cutoff of 0.40 as the threshold for whether or not an observation is

a “good time” or a “bad time” (That is, observations whose probabilities are greater than or equal to

0.4 are labeled as “good times”, while observations whose probabilities are less than 0.4 are labeled

as “bad times”. We choose 0.40 as the threshold, as this probability increased the percentage of

observations that were labeled the same by both SME and LOTUS across all orbits compared to a

“standard” threshold of 0.5). The resulting labels can be seen in row 3 of Figure 2b. Using these

labels, we can compare the output of the SME with that of LOTUS Stage 1. For example, we can see

that LOTUS Stage 1 identifies the same count rate enhancement throughout the first half of orbit

471 that is identified by the SME. However, from a per-observation perspective, we also see that this

area extends beyond that identified by the SME. Rather than exclude the entire area, as in the SME

labeled data, LOTUS Stage 1 maintains the surrounding potentially “good times”.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Raw data, manual SME labels, and progression of LOTUS Stage 1, 2, and 3
for orbit 471, ESA step 6. Row 1 corresponds to the raw data observed by IBEX. Row 2
corresponds to the labels assigned by the SME. Rows 3, 4, and 5 correspond to the outputs
of LOTUS Stage 1, 2, and 3, respectively. (a) Probabilistic progression of LOTUS. (b) Label
progression of Lotus based on probabilistic output in (a). Red boxes correspond to changes
that occurred between LOTUS Stages 1 and 2. Orange boxes correspond to changes that
occurred between LOTUS Stages 2 and 3. Rows 1 and 2 are duplicated in both (a) and
(b) for reader convenience. SPICE data is used to account for horizontal banding that may
have been removed removed in LOTUS Stage 2.
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3.2 LOTUS Stage 2: Obtaining Class Predictions on a Per-Time

Basis

While the output of LOTUS Stage 1 is on a per-observation basis, we are more interested in observa-

tions made on a per-time interval basis. This allows us to more closely mimic the block-like structure

that results from our SME’s culling process. This structure is desirable from a physical perspective

because it is difficult to justify a mechanism that would affect only one ESA, for only one angle bin

and one time interval, as opposed to something slower and more gradual that would manifest over

multiple ESAs, multiple angle bins, and multiple time intervals. We mimic this process by calcu-

lating the average probability that an observation is a “good time” within an entire time interval.

By considering the probabilities over angle bins and within time intervals (i.e., by averaging over a

column in Figure 2), we begin to induce this block-like culling structure, as can be seen in Figure 2a

(see Figure 1b for SME-labeled data product).

Row 4 of Figure 2 demonstrates the aggregated probabilities and corresponding labels associated

with ESA step 6 for orbit 471. While this process creates a product that resembles that of our SME,

it is worth noting that aggregating the probabilities as such ends up eliminating lower-probability

horizontal bands that occur. In order to ensure that these bands are maintained as a “bad time”,

we use our SPICE data to eliminate these areas; because these bursts are commonly associated

with background interference due to the Earth or Moon, these areas can be easily eliminated. By

considering the probability of a “good time” or “bad time” as before (where a “good time” has a

probability of greater than or equal to 0.40), and by using the SPICE information to account for the

horizontal banding that may have been removed when we aggregate across angle bins, we arrive at

the labels displayed in row 4 of Figure 2b. Areas designated by the red boxes in rows 3 and 4 of

Figure 2b indicate area that are removed as a function of the aggregation process used in LOTUS

Stage 2.

3.3 LOTUS Stage 3: Adjusting for Stage 1 Per-Observation Proba-

bilities

In Stage 3, we make adjustments to account for consecutive low-probability areas detected in LOTUS

Stage 1. This stage helps to detect additional regions that have very low probability of being a true

ENA particle, but that may be eliminated or washed out when we average the probability across

angle bin in LOTUS Stage 2.

For example, we can see in Figure 2a that LOTUS Stage 1 detects a region of “bad times” around

time 2019-12-19 that is not removed in LOTUS Stage 2, due to there being high probability regions

of “good times” (see the corresponding regions marked with the first two orange boxes in rows 4 and

5 of Figure 2b). By identifying low probability regions that were not excluded and that exist over

consecutive time bins, we can make an adjustment to remove these time bins. We can see a similar

region is detected around 2019-12-25 (see the corresponding regions marked with the third orange

box in rows 4 and 5 of Figure 2b). By considering row 5 of Figure 2a, we can see that some of the

previously probable “good times” in LOTUS Stage 2 are now probable “bad times”, bringing us closer

into alignment with the assigned SME labels.

At this point, we can use these probabilities to obtain the final labels for the test orbit (orbit
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471). As in LOTUS Stage 1 and 2, we use a probability of 0.4 as our threshold for whether or not a

time bin is labeled as “good” or “bad”. These final labels are presented in row 5 of Figure 2b. Using

this process, we can see that our final labels more closely resemble those of the SME, depicted in

row 2 of Figure 2b.

A visual assessment of this orbit may indicate that we have missed the mark in some areas,

potentially including too many good times. However, it is not the labels themselves that are the

final target of analysis; in practice, observations are aggregated into estimates of ENAs observed per

second for each angle bin (i.e., row). Different “good time” classifications identified by our SME and

LOTUS could result in similar aggregations of ENAs per and similar performance in downstream

analysis. To address these different analytical targets, we consider a variety of metrics for evaluating

how well the output of LOTUS matches up with the output from our SME, both in terms of per-

observation classification rates and in terms of similarity in aggregated ENA rate estimates. These

diagnostics are explored in the following section.

4 Comparing automated LOTUS labels to manual SME

Labels

In this section, we conduct a variety of analyses to determine whether or not LOTUS is a reasonable

substitute for the manual culling process, both in terms of per-observation classification and in terms

of downstream ENA rate estimates (i.e., row aggregations). We can evaluate whether LOTUS’ per-

formance resembles that of the manual culling process using several different methods. In particular,

we consider the following three methods:

(1) Correct Classification Rate;

(2) Ratios of ENA Rates (Manual vs. Automated);

(3) Qualitative and Quantitative Comparisons of Downstream ENA Rate Maps.

We compare each of these methods to a “null model” based on the intermediary point-by-point

prediction step (i.e., LOTUS Stage 1).

Together, these methods help us determine if the labels produced by LOTUS are comparable to

those of the manual culling process. For example, misclassification rates alone do not tell a complete

story in terms of the quality of our data classifications; rather, we are more directly interested in

the subsequent ENA rate estimates used to estimate global heliospheric latitude/longitude maps of

ENA rate/intensity. While the per-observation misclassification rate can provide initial insight into

the usefulness of a given model, it is possible to generate ENA rate maps from an automated culling

process that resemble maps from a manual culling process, even if these two sets of maps are derived

from different sets of “good time” or “bad time” labels.

4.1 Correct Classification Rate

Initially, it might make sense to consider the percent of observations that are classified as either

“good” or “bad” by both the manual and automated culling processes (i.e., the correct classification

rate). When only this method is considered, the automated culling process appears to slightly miss
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the mark. For example, the average correct classification rate for orbit 471 is 86.91% (see Table 1 for

a breakdown of the correct classification rate for orbit 471 by ESA step). This closely corresponds

to 83.90%, the average correct classification rate across all orbit arcs (see Table 1 for a breakdown

of the correct classification rate across all orbit arcs by ESA steps). When we consider all orbit arcs,

it it also helpful to consider the 95% highest density interval of the correct classification rates. Over

the total 928 unique orbit arcs, the 95% highest density interval ranges from 70% to 100%. We can

further break down these classification rates into sensitivities and specificities, which give the “true

positive” and “true negative” rates, respectively. That is, the sensitivity gives the probability of a

LOTUS designated “good time”, given an SME designated “good time”, while the specificity gives the

probability of a LOTUS designated “bad time”, given an SME designated “bad time”. These rates

are provided in Table 1, and indicate that, in general, LOTUS Stage 3 “bad times” truly correspond

to the SME labeled “bad times”, and that LOTUS Stage 3 may be missing some of the “good times”

that are picked up by the SME.

Statistic ESA Step 2 ESA Step 3 ESA Step 4 ESA Step 5 ESA Step 6

47
1

Accuracy 86.0 87.5 82.9 89.1 89.1
Sensitivity 82.3 85.5 79.2 88.2 88.6
Specificity 91.6 90.6 91.1 91.1 90.3

A
ll

Accuracy 82.9 84.5 83.8 84.2 83.1
Sensitivity 64.4 74.0 75.9 78.0 75.1
Specificity 92.4 90.5 90.3 89.5 89.7

Table 1: Percentage of observations whose predicted LOTUS Stage 3 labels match the
manually assigned SME labels, broken down by sensitivity and specificity, for orbit 471
(first three rows) and all orbit arcs (last three rows), by ESA Step.

4.2 ENA Rates

Success of our task does not depend solely on the ability of an algorithm to correctly label an

observation as “good” or “bad”. Ultimately, the observations that have been deemed “good” go on to

be used for map-making [4, 3] in the form of aggregates called ENA rates. So, while an observations

labelled as “good” or “bad” by an algorithm may not correspond exactly to the “good” or “bad” label

assigned by our SME, the resulting ENA rates may still be similar, and a sufficient map may still be

produced. As a result, misclassification rates are insufficient on their own to evaluate an automated

process’s performance.

Aggregates of the ENA counts across time and within an angle bin are a more reliable gauge for

whether or not the automated process is replicating the manual process. These aggregates, or ENA

rates, are calculated for each angle bin and consider the difference between the ratio of the number of

direct events (i.e., quantified “good times”) to the exposure time (i.e., length of time accounted for by

“good times”) and the isotropic background rate (which is estimated using the “good times” and other

coincidence data products from the considered orbit). The number of direct events corresponds to the

number of observed particles that have been labeled as “good times”, the exposure time corresponds

to the length of time associated with the identified “good times” in seconds, and the background rate

is the number of isotropic background particles per second. We can represent this ENA rate (for a

given angle bin) by

ENA Rate =
Total “Good Time” Counts

Total “Good Times”
− Isotropic Background.
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Figure 3: Manual SME ENA rate versus LOTUS ENA rate for orbit 471. Each point
corresponds to an SME ENA rate on the x-axis and a LOTUS ENA rate on the y-axis, for
a given angle bin. Columns correspond to ESA steps 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Labels
correspond to the average ENA rate ratio for the given ESA step and given LOTUS stage.

Figure 3 shows the ENA rates that result from the manually assigned SME labels versus the ENA

rates that result from each stage of LOTUS. The columns of Figure 3 correspond to ESA steps 2

through 6, while the rows correspond to LOTUS Stages 1 and 3. Each plot also provides the average

ratio of the manual SME ENA rate to the LOTUS ENA rate. From this figure, we can see that

the ratio becomes closer to 1.00 as we move from LOTUS Stage 1 to LOTUS Stage 3, and that the

corresponding ratios become more clustered about the center of the line of equality (the line given

by x = y, which corresponds to a perfect, one-to-one association between the manually culled SME

ENA rate and the automatically culled LOTUS ENA rate). Additionally, we see that LOTUS Stage

1 tends to underestimate the ENA rate. LOTUS Stage 3 corrects for this underestimation.

We can also consider how the LOTUS ENA rates compare to those resulting from our SME across

all orbits. Figure 4 depicts the box plots of the ratios of the ENA rates that result from the manual

SME labels to the ENA rates that result from LOTUS Stages 1 and 3. As in the case for orbit 471,

we can see that as we move from LOTUS Stage 1 to LOTUS Stage 3, the box plots of ENA rates

begin to converge to a ratio of 1.00, indicating that the performance of the model is improving from

one stage of LOTUS to the next.
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Figure 4: Boxplots of LOTUS/SME ENA rates for LOTUS Stages 1, 2, and 3, broken down
by ESA step.

Additionally, we consider the scatter plots of the Manual SME ENA rates versus the LOTUS

Stage 3 ENA rates in Figure 5. In this particular plot, we consider the breakdown of points by ESA,

as before, but we also break down the points by time groups. Because observations with longer

exposure times contribute more heavily towards the final sky maps, while observations with shorter

exposure times contribute less heavily towards the final sky maps, we investigate the breakdown of

the ratios of the manual SME ENA rates to the LOTUS Stage 3 ENA rates. More specifically, we

define time groups associated with the 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90% quantiles of exposure time

(see Table 2 for the exposure times corresponding to each quantile). These results are presented in

Figure 5.

Time Group 1 2 3 4 5 6
Quantile 10% 25% 50% 75% 90% 100%

Exposure Time (secs) < 21 21− 82 83− 167 168− 276 277− 373 > 373

Table 2: Exposure time groups (in seconds) for 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%, and 100%
quantiles.

Figure 5 demonstrates that the clouds of points become more tightly clustered as we progress

through the different exposure time groups, as evidenced by the density contour lines overlaid in

the clouds of points. This indicates that the output of LOTUS Stage 3 is more likely to match the

output of the SME for the observations that are most important in the map making process.
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Figure 5: Manual SME ENA Rate compared to LOTUS Stage 3 ENA Rate. Each facet
corresponds to one of the time groups defined in Table 2. Contours show distribution of
clouds of points obtained from a 2D kernel density estimation [14].

4.3 Sky Maps

Finally, we consider the sky maps themselves to determine whether LOTUS is a reasonable surrogate

for the manual culling process implemented by our SME. IBEX sky maps allow us to visualize the

ENA rates observed by the IBEX satellite in all directions [5]. These maps are typically pixelated

in nature, due to being generated at 6-degree resolution.
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Figure 6: ISOC-like sky map for 2019B, ESA step 6. Rows correspond to maps resulting
from manually culled labels, LOTUS Stage 3 labels, and LOTUS Stage 1 labels, respectively.
Column 1 corresponds to the maps generated by the ENA rates for each model and column
2 corresponds to the percent difference between the manual SME Labelled map and LOTUS
Stages 1 and 3 maps.

We begin by considering a map making method that is similar to the one that is operationally used

today by the IBEX Science Operation Center (ISOC) (note that these maps consider the uncorrected

flux, rather than the ENA rate, which is a function of both ESA step and ENA rate). While more

than 25 different maps exist for each ESA step when we consider all of the data, we will consider

ISOC map 2019B (i.e., data collected in the second half of 2019) as an example for the remainder of

this section. We choose this map since the orbit arc considered in the preceding sections of this paper

(i.e., orbit 471) contributes to this map (Note that multiple orbit arcs contribute to each map. While

orbit 471 is a contributor to map 2019B, it is one of 20 separate orbits that are used to construct map

2019B.). Figure 6 displays the maps that result from the manual labelling process, from LOTUS

Stage 3, and from LOTUS Stage 1 for ESA step 6. While we are more interested in the comparison

between the maps that result from the manual labels and from LOTUS Stage 3 (the ultimate result

of LOTUS), we also include the map that results from the output of LOTUS Stage 1. This helps
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to emphasize that a per-observation labelling scheme is not as effective as one that considers labels

across angle bins, and within time bins. Similar maps for ESA steps 2 through 5 can be found in

Figures 7a and 7b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: ISOC-like sky maps for 2019B, ESA steps 2, 3, 4, and 5 for (a) LOTUS Stage 3
and (b) LOTUS Stage 1. Rows correspond to maps resulting from manually culled labels,
LOTUS labels, and percent difference maps, respectively.

A visual assessment of Figures 6, 7a, and 7b indicates that LOTUS does a satisfactory job

at replicating the map produced from the manually assigned labels. While we see some areas of

discrepancy (see areas of maps associated more saturated values of the differences map), we see

that the overall shapes of the different structures in the LOTUS Stage 3 map are approximately the

correct shape and size, with approximately the same intensities as those associated with the manual

labels.
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We also consider several other measures to determine whether or not LOTUS approximately

reproduces the manually culled maps. For example, we can compare the distributions of the fluxes

between maps. Row 1 of Figure 8 demonstrates that the distributions of the fluxes for the 2019B

ISOC-like map are very similar between the map that results from the manual process and the map

that results from LOTUS Stage 3 for ESA 6, and that the 99% confidence regions even overlap with

one another. We see that this is not the case for the LOTUS Stage 1 map. Row 2 displays these

empirical cumulative distribution function (eCDF) plots for ESA steps 2, 3, 4, and 5. We see that

we again do quite well with ESA steps 3, 4, and 5, but that we tend to struggle with ESA step 2.

However, we do note that the eCDF associated with the map generated from the LOTUS Stage 1

labels is much worse for all ESA steps. This is the trend across all maps, ranging from 2009A to

2021B.

Figure 8: Comparison of eCDF plots with 99% confidence intervals for 2019B ISOC-like
maps resulting from manual culling process, LOTUS Stage 3, and LOTUS Stage 1. Top:
eCDFs for ESA step 6. Bottom: eCDFs for ESA steps 2, 3, 4, and 5.

We conduct a statistical hypothesis test to evaluate the similarity of these distributions. In

particular, we consider a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [15] that considers the following pair of hypotheses

H0 : FSME(x) = FLOTUS(x)

H1 : FSME(x) ̸= FLOTUS(x),

where F (x) denotes the eCDF of the fluxes associated with each method (SME and LOTUS). We

consider this test at the α = 0.01 significance level, and repeat this test for all ESA steps and all

orbit arcs. We find that, over the 26 different maps that consider ESA steps 2 through 6, we fail to

reject H0 (indicating that we do not have sufficient evidence to suggest the maps are different from

one another) 65% of the time for LOTUS Stage 3, with a breakdown by ESA step of of 11.54% for
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ESA step 2, 76.92% for ESA step 3, 53.84% for ESA step 4, 92.31% for ESA step 5, and 88.46% for

ESA step 6. On the contrary, we fail to reject H0 only 3% of the time for LOTUS Stage 1, with

a breakdown by ESA step of 3.85% for ESA step 2, 3.85% for ESA step 3, 7.69% for ESA step 4,

0.00% for ESA step 5, and 0.00% for ESA step 6.

Figure 9 portrays the box plots of the test statistic, D, broken down by ESA step for pairwise

comparisons of the SME eCDFs with LOTUS Stage 1 or 3 eCDFs. We can see from this figure that

the LOTUS Stage 3 eCDFs resemble those of the SME much more often than the LOTUS Stage 1

eCDFs.

Figure 9: Boxplots of test statistic, D, for Kolmogorov-Smirnov test comparing LOTUS
eCDFs to SME eCDFs. The dotted vertical line corresponds to the maximum value of the
test statistic, D, that results in failing to reject H0. Lower values of the test statistic are
preferred over larger values, and indicate closer alignment between the two sets of labels.

We can also consider the cross-correlations of the maps within +/- 3 pixels (18 degrees) of a given

pixel [16]. This allows us to determine if the maps are spatially varying consistently with each other.

In order to test this, we consider a maximum lag of 3 meaning that pixels in the +/- 3 direction (or

+/- 18 degrees) are considered when taking the auto-correlation, which results in a seven-dimensional

vector of correlations between the maps. We can then use a t-test to determine whether or not these

vectors of cross-correlations are statistically similar [17]. For this particular test, the hypotheses are:

H0: The vector of cross-correlations for the SME generated map with itself is equal to the vector of

cross-correlations for the SME generated map with the LOTUS Stage 3 map.

H1: The vector of cross-correlations for the SME generated map with itself is not equal to the vector

of cross-correlations for the SME generated map with the LOTUS Stage 3 map.

When we consider this t-test at the α = 0.01 significance level, we fail to reject our null hypothesis

100% of the time for the SME/LOTUS Stage 3 comparisons. This means that for the maps associated

with 2019B, we do not have enough evidence to suggest that the cross-correlations between the SME

maps and themselves significantly differ from the cross-correlations of the SME maps with the LOTUS

Stage 3 maps, at an α = 0.01 level. This test can also be performed for the LOTUS Stage 1 maps.

For these comparisons, we fail to reject the null hypothesis only 20% of the time.

The first row of Figure 10 presents the auto-correlation (acf) at each lag (-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2,

3) for the 2019B ESA 6 SME map compared against itself (where lag refers to a preceding or

following combination of latitude and longitude), the corresponding LOTUS Stage 1 map, and the
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corresponding LOTUS Stage 3 map. Visually, we can see that the SME generated map is most

similar to the LOTUS Stage 3 map. This is the case across all ESAs for map 2019B, which can be

seen in row two of Figure 10.

Figure 10: Comparisons of cross-correlations of ISOC-like maps resulting from manual
culling process, LOTUS Stage 3, and LOTUS Stage 1 at lags -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, and 3. Top:
eCDFs for ESA step 6. Bottom: eCDFs for ESA steps 2, 3, 4, and 5.

We can also consider this set of t-tests for all maps ranging from 2009A to 2021B. We fail to

reject the null hypothesis for approximately 77.70% of the LOTUS Stage 3 maps. By ESA step, we

fail to reject the null hypothesis for approximately 84.62% of the maps for ESA step 2, 69.23% for

ESA step 3, 69.23% for ESA step 4, 80.77% for ESA step 5, and 84.62% for ESA step 6. For LOTUS

Stage 1, on the other hand, we fail to reject only approximately 45.38% of the maps, with a per-ESA

step break down of 69.23%, 38.46%, 42.31%, 42.31%, and 34.62% for ESA steps 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6,

respectively.

We can also consider Lin’s concordance correlation coefficient [18] to determine how well two

sets of maps correspond to each other. Like a traditional correlation, Lin’s concordance correlation

coefficient falls between -1 and 1, and is always less than or equal to the absolute value of Pear-

son’s correlation coefficient. The more “perfect” the alignment between two maps, the closer the

concordance correlation coefficient will be to 1.00. While Pearson’s correlation coefficient considers

the correlation that exists between two groups as a whole, Lin’s concordance correlation coefficient

considers the correlations between individual pairwise observations. Because it considers the cor-

relations at a pairwise level, it is particularly useful for evaluating the agreement between a “gold”

standard (e.g., maps produced from manually culled SME data) and a proposed replacement (e.g.,

maps produced from automatically culled LOTUS data).
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Figure 11: Lin’s Concordance Correlation Coefficients between Manually Labeled SME
maps and LOTUS Stage 1 maps (dashed lines), and LOTUS Stage 3 maps (solid lines).
Red points correspond to map 2019B.

Figure 11 portrays the Lin’s concordance correlation coefficients between the manual SME maps

and LOTUS Stage 1 and LOTUS Stage 3 for Maps 2009A through 2021B for ESAs 2 through 5.

From this figure, we can see that the overall output of LOTUS (LOTUS Stage 3) much more closely

resembles that of the SME generated maps than does the output of LOTUS Stage 1. The median

correlations by ESA step for Stage 1 are 0.60, 0.81, 0.81, 0.81, and 0.74, and for Stage 3 are 0.90,

0.97, 0.97, 0.98, and 0.98.

We can consider the totality of the results presented in this section to determine whether LOTUS

generated maps are a reasonable estimate of SME generated maps. Table 3 summarizes these results,

where green cells correspond to maps whose statistical tests indicate alignment between LOTUS and

SME generated maps, while red cells correspond to maps whose statistical tests indicate a lack

of alignment between LOTUS and SME generated maps. Depending on how we want to define

“success” across all tests, we can consider three different options: we can consider that a LOTUS

map corresponds to an SME generated map if it passes at least one of the statistical tests (where

“passing” is indicated by failing to reject H0), if it passes at least two of the statistical tests, or if

it passes all three tests (we consider a Bonferonni correction [19] as we consider these three cases).

In the first case, we have that 93.08% of maps pass at least one test; in the second case, we have

that 74.61% of maps pass at least two tests; and in the third case, we have that 52.31% of maps

pass all three tests. We can see that ESA step 2 tends to be the main culprit when it comes to a
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lack of concordance between SME and LOTUS generated maps. If we exclude ESA step 2 in our

calculations, we find that 94.23% of maps pass at least one test, 88.46% of maps pass at least two

tests, and 64.42% of maps pass all three tests. We note that our SME judges the reliability of the

data used to make these maps. In particular, he considers the group of maps spanning 2015 and

2016 to contain “concerning” data, and so it is not necessarily surprising that LOTUS struggles with

these maps. We also note that we tend to have particularly good success for ESA steps 5, and 6,

and moderate success with ESA steps 3 and 4. Table 4 presents the breakdown of results for these

three cases across ESA step.

Map Similar eCDF? (KS Test) Similar CCF? (t Test) Lin’s Concordance > 0.95?
ESA Step 2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5 6
2009A
2009B
2010A
2010B
2011A
2011B
2012A
2012B
2013A
2013B
2014A
2014B
2015A
2015B
2016A
2016B
2017A
2017B
2018A
2018B
2019A
2019B
2020A
2020B
2021A
2021B

Table 3: Breakdown of Test Success by Map and ESA step. Green cells correspond to maps
whose tests indicate concordance between LOTUS and SME generated maps. Red cells
correspond to maps whose tests indicate lack of concordance between LOTUS and SME
generated maps.

ESA Step 2 3 4 5 6
Case 1 88.5% 92.3% 92.3% 96.2% 96.2%
Case 2 19.2% 84.6% 76.9% 96.2% 96.2%
Case 3 3.9% 57.7% 38.5% 76.9% 84.6%

Table 4: Summary of Table 3. Percentage of maps that pass at least one (Case 1), two
(Case 2), and three (Case 3) of the three considered statistical tests, by ESA step.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss LOTUS, an automated process for distinguishing between energetic neutral

atoms and incidental background particles for data generated by NASA’s Interstellar Boundary

Explorer Mission. LOTUS offers a more objective, rapid alternative compared to the current manual

process. This paper demonstrates that LOTUS is capable of reproducing ENA rates and maps that

are relatively comparable to those that result from the manual culling process. We purport that

LOTUS is useful for reproducing maps for ESA steps 5 and 6, and that LOTUS provides a useful

and time-effective starting point for ESA steps 3 and 4. In either case, LOTUS stands as a convenient

tool that will not only save an SME time in distinguishing between “good times” and “bad times”,

and also offers a standardized process for obtaining labels.

Automated methods such as LOTUS can also provide faster data processing and map-making for

future missions, such as the Interstellar Mapping and Acceleration Probe (IMAP) [6], once training

data becomes available for this mission. As IMAP makes new observations of the ribbon, its data

quality can be characterized more rapidly, compared to IBEX, and improvements over past observa-

tions demonstrated more promptly than manual methods, of time-sensitive value as the heliospheric

community contemplates missions such as NASA’s Interstellar Probe [20]. The IBEX and IMAP

data selection process can also be cross-validated, to ensure similar measures are used across both

missions, simplifying efforts to fuse the data sets. Finally, the automated process offers the potential

to tune the selection parameters, if justified. This potential may enable more complete utilization of

ENA data and more accurate studies of the outer heliosphere.

LOTUS provides a noteworthy stepping stone towards automating the time-intensive manual

culling process. While it may take upwards of several weeks to manually label a new orbit of data,

LOTUS is able to generate labels in a matter of minutes, at minimum providing SME with a valuable

standardized resource that can facilitate the manual culling process.
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Supplemental Material

A SPICE Overview

Data selection for the Interstellar Boundary Explorer mission has, since 2008, relied on a human

curator to assess spacecraft orientation. When oriented toward nearby objects, such as the Sun,

Moon, or Earth, the IBEX energetic neutral atom detector can reach much higher noise levels than

typical for heliospheric observations. Although maneuvers are designed to minimize exposure to the

Sun, there are some periods when IBEX is oriented toward the Moon or the Earth’s magnetosphere.

Automated data selection benefits from knowing these periods. The spacecraft orientation can be

deterministically calculated for past orbits, although on-demand orbital maneuvers mean that it is

not generally predictable into the future. Because the onset and cessation of high-noise periods

due to IBEX orientation typically manifest as abrupt changes to a different ENA background level,

which can be difficult for many machine-learning methods to replicate, the authors anticipated that

incorporating orientation information into the learning process would increase training performance.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), via its Navigation and Ancillary

Information Facility (NAIF) at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), manages the SPICE (not an

acronym) information system to track space-borne instruments [8, 9]. SPICE libraries [21] were

used to compute position vectors for IBEX and celestial objects. In addition, a Python script

read archival maneuvering logs, describing the inertial pointing vectors of the spacecraft across the

mission. We determined when each object (Sun, Earth, or Moon) is in the IBEX field of view (FOV)

by comparing its central angular position to a reference value of the detector’s FOV angular diameter.

The FOV diameter for excluding the Moon and Sun is taken to be 14 degrees based on empirical

measurement: if the center of those objects, as a point source, is in the FOV, the data are excluded.

The Moon’s angular size, about a degree, is small enough that a more detailed calculation is not

needed. Although the Sun has an extended corona, the same approximation also proved sufficient,

because IBEX is almost never oriented such that the detector faces sunward. For the Earth, a point-

source approximation does not suffice, because the magnetosphere is also a source of interference.

We instead model the magnetosphere as extending 12 Earth radii from the Earth’s apparent location

in SPICE, and excluded any time when that includes that region in the FOV. Because light-travel

times are short relative to object motion, we do not utilize SPICE’s aberration feature for reasons

of computational cost. After the position and orientation vectors were ascertained, the AstroPy

library [22, 23, 24] was used to convert between celestial coordinate systems and units.

Checking whether an object is in the IBEX FOV is the core operation for data selection, yet

it occurs in the context of over a decade of observations on a spinning spacecraft moving through

Earth orbit. Additional code integrates the FOV check into this context. The process reads IBEX

SPICE data and the inertial pointing vectors, and it computes the right ascension and declination

coordinates of each pointing vector for the entire mission using AstroPy. The data are validated to

avoid duplicated maneuver entries. A set of evenly-spaced sampling times is constructed, typically 48

spins (one IBEX spacecraft rotation), much shorter than the multiple days between most maneuvers.

For every sampled time, using the corresponding maneuver’s inertial pointing vector, the angular

coordinates of the IBEX spin axis and the target (Sun, Earth, or Moon) are computed, along with
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the angular separation between them. If the target is entirely beyond the FOV of IBEX throughout

its rotation, then the data is kept. Alternatively, if the target is inside the FOV, a more detailed

check is performed. This check references IBEX spin bins, the 6-degree subdivisions of the sky used

to record ENA data. The bins are consistently numbered with respect to the ecliptic north pole; this

numbering scheme circumvents difficulty with precise timing on the spacecraft clock. For this check,

the IBEX and target angular orientation vectors are converted barycentric mean ecliptic coordinates.

The spin bin nearest the target is determined, and all adjacent bins within the IBEX FOV are marked

as bad. This approach is slightly over-conservative for targets outside the spin plane.

After a final de-duplication stage, the list of 6-degree bad bins is analyzed to produce a set of

good data. The bad bins are parsed, checked for wrapping between bins 0 and 59, and sorted to

produce a final list of good bins at constant time intervals that are at least one IBEX FOV away from

the target (including the target’s magnetosphere, in the case of Earth). This list of good bins for one

target is combined with a set of other lists for other targets: together, the Sun-free, Earth-free, and

Moon-free lists provide a filter to assert that the times that those bins are free of any contamination

by those celestial bodies. This filter simplifies the task of machine learning by removing one of the

most significant known sources of noise for the ENA detector.

B Table of Features Used in Random Forest

Feature Description

ESA Sweep
1 of 6 overlapping energy passbands at which ENAs or background

may be observed

Angle Bin
1 of 60 six-degree bins that inform on the position of IBEX within

a given 3-dimensional circular slice of the sky

Time
Time associated with a given ESA (true or background) observa-

tion

Orbit An approximately 4.5 day period over which IBEX collects data

Counts The number of ENAs (true or background) observed

Counts (Lower) Lower threshold for background detection

Counts (Upper) Upper threshold for background detection

Earth Not Visible
An indicator variable that informs on whether the Earth (or its

magnetosphere) is within IBEX’s field of view

Moon Not Visible
An indicator variable that informs on whether the Moon is within

IBEX’s field of view

Sun Not Visible
An indicator variable that informs on whether the Sun is within

IBEX’s field of view

Sum of Counts in angle bin
Sum of counts within an angle bin, over time (within an orbit,

within an ESA)
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Mean of Counts in angle bin
Mean of counts within an angle bin, over time (within an orbit,

within an ESA)

Variance of Counts in angle bin
Variance of counts within an angle bin, over time (within an orbit,

within an ESA)

Sum of Counts in Time
Sum of counts within a time interval, over angle bins (within an

orbit, within an ESA)

Mean of Counts in Time
Mean of counts within a time interval, over angle bins (within an

orbit, within an ESA)

Variance of Counts in Time
Variance of counts within a time interval, over angle bins (within

an orbit, within an ESA)

Mean Theta Counts Ratio

ratio of average count observed within a time interval to the min-

imum average count observed within a time interval for all time

intervals (within an orbit, within an ESA)

Sum of Counts across ESAs
Sum of counts over ESAs within the same angle bin and time

interval (within an orbit)

Mean of Counts across ESAs
Mean of counts over ESAs within the same angle bin and time

interval (within an orbit)

Variance of Counts across ESAs
Variance of counts over ESAs within the same angle bin and time

interval (within an orbit)

Upper Neighbor’s Count

Number of ESAs (true or background) observed in one angle bin

greater than considered observation, but within the same time

interval

Lower Neighbor’s Count

Number of ESAs (true or background) observed in one angle bin

smaller than considered observation, but within the same time

interval

Right Neighbor’s Count

Number of ESAs (true or background) observed in one time in-

terval greater than considered observation, but within the same

angle bin

Left Neighbor’s Count

Number of ESAs (true or background) observed in one time in-

terval smaller than considered observation, but within the same

angle bin

Upper Left Neighbor’s Count

Number of ESAs (true or background) observed in one time inter-

val greater and one angle bin greater than considered observation

Upper Right Neighbor’s Count

Number of ESAs (true or background) observed in one time inter-

val smaller and one angle bin greater than considered observation
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Lower Right Neighbor’s Count

Number of ESAs (true or background) observed in one time inter-

val greater and one angle bin smaller than considered observation

Lower Left Neighbor’s Count

Number of ESAs (true or background) observed in one time inter-

val smaller and one angle bin smaller than considered observation

Table 5: Features considered in Random Forest

C Orbit Plots with Labels and Probabilities: Orbit 471

Orbit plots for orbit 471, ESAs 2, 3, 4, and 5 are provided below. Each figure considers the prob-

abilistic output of LOTUS on the left, with the corresponding labels on the right. Figures 12

through 15 demonstrate that LOTUS tends to identify the same areas as “good times” the SME,

with a few additional areas included. As long as the ENA rates correspond, including additional

areas is not necessarily bad, and, in fact, produces count rates with smaller statistical uncertaintyl.

See Section 2.1 for more information on ENA rates.

(a) (b)

Figure 12: Raw data, manual SME labels, and progression of LOTUS Stage 1, 2, and
3 for orbit 471, ESA 2. Row 1 corresponds to the raw data observed by IBEX. Row 2
corresponds to the labels assigned by the SME. Rows 3, 4, and 5 correspond to the outputs
of LOTUS Stage 1, 2, and 3, respectively. (a) Probabilistic progression of LOTUS. (b)
Label progression of Lotus based on probabilistic output in (a).
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(a) (b)

Figure 13: Raw data, manual SME labels, and progression of LOTUS Stage 1, 2, and
3 for orbit 471, ESA 3. Row 1 corresponds to the raw data observed by IBEX. Row 2
corresponds to the labels assigned by the SME. Rows 3, 4, and 5 correspond to the outputs
of LOTUS Stage 1, 2, and 3, respectively. (a) Probabilistic progression of LOTUS. (b)
Label progression of Lotus based on probabilistic output in (a).

(a) (b)

Figure 14: Raw data, manual SME labels, and progression of LOTUS Stage 1, 2, and
3 for orbit 471, ESA 4. Row 1 corresponds to the raw data observed by IBEX. Row 2
corresponds to the labels assigned by the SME. Rows 3, 4, and 5 correspond to the outputs
of LOTUS Stage 1, 2, and 3, respectively. (a) Probabilistic progression of LOTUS. (b)
Label progression of Lotus based on probabilistic output in (a).
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(a) (b)

Figure 15: Raw data, manual SME labels, and progression of LOTUS Stage 1, 2, and
3 for orbit 471, ESA 5. Row 1 corresponds to the raw data observed by IBEX. Row 2
corresponds to the labels assigned by the SME. Rows 3, 4, and 5 correspond to the outputs
of LOTUS Stage 1, 2, and 3, respectively. (a) Probabilistic progression of LOTUS. (b)
Label progression of Lotus based on probabilistic output in (a).
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